Abstract. Maneuvering of the fighter aerodynamic have certain requirements, this paper for needs of F-16 aircraft maneuvering, according to some existing fighter of the gas dynamic layout and parameters and establish more accurate fighter aerodynamic configuration, internal structure parameters and control input quantity. This paper also introduces the standard atmosphere model and the engine model, and analyzes the control characteristics of the aircraft by verifying the zero input response and channel coupling characteristics, and analyzes the performance of the model. This method can be applied to the performance analysis of other models.
Introduction
Flight simulation can be controlled, non-destructive, can be repeatedly and is not restricted to the external conditions and other advantages, widely used for defense system and advanced weapons systems design, development and battlefield simulation, military exercises and other fields, is a function of relatively complete test means. Simulation the key steps, needed to establish the simulation model of aircraft, due to the aircraft in the movement of the air is more complex, by air, terrain, and gas dynamic hysteresis effect and so on the many kinds of factors influence, so the quality of the model plane will severely affect the aircraft's design and operation analysis. This paper according to the characteristics of super maneuverable fighter, as Fig.1 selected the F-16 as the simulation object model, the gas dynamic layout: aileron, elevator and rudder, tail, rudder and leading edge flaps [1] . 
Definition of Common Coordinate System
Ground coordinate system. Origin og for any point on the ground. ogxg axis point to any direction. The ogzg axis is perpendicular to the ground and points to the center of the earth. xgogyg for the horizontal plane (ground plane). It is accordance with the right hand spiral rules.
Body coordinate system. Origin ob at the center of the aircraft, obxb axis takes the aircraft design axis and point to the direction of the nose, The obzb axis is in the plane of the plane and is perpendicular to the obxb axis. The obyb axis is perpendicular to the xbobzb plane to the right side of the plane, in accordance with the right hand spiral rule.
Air current coordinate system, also called velocity coordinate system. Origin ow at the centroid of the plane and owxw axis take aircraft speed, direction and coincided with it. owzw axis in the symmetric plane plane vertical to below to the axis of the owxw, owyw axis vertical to xwowzw, and pointing to the right -hand side of the aircraft, with the right-hand rule.
Stable coordinate system. Origin oS at the centroid of the plane, coordinate and aircraft solid even, the osxs axis and flight velocity vector V in the plane in the plane of symmetry projection overlap, oszs axis in symmetric plane plane and with osxs axis vertical and point below the belly. Osys axis with the body obyb axis are coincident.
Track coordinate system. Origin ok at the centroid of the plane, the coordinate system and the aircraft fixedly connected okxk shaft and flight velocity vector V in the same direction. okzk axis in contains velocity vector V of the vertical plane and with okxk vertical axis and pointing downwards. okyk vertical axis to the plane of the xyoyzy, pointing to determined by the right-hand rule.
The Nonlinear Mathematical Model of Aircraft The Fighter Centroid Kinematics Equation[2]
(1) 
Fighter Centroid Dynamics Equation

Control Variable
Control thrust vectoring F-16 model by ailerons, rudder, elevator, thrust, horizontal and vertical direction. The thrust force along the positive direction of the X axis of the body axis is positive, and the positive thrust will increase the acceleration along the axis of the body. The rest of the control surface, the direction of the deflection will lead to the reduction of angular velocity. Aileron positive direction decreases the rate of roll p; Forward deflection of the elevator leads to the decrease of the pitch angle rate q; The forward direction deflection of the rudder leads to the decrease of the yaw rate r. The forward deflection of the engine nozzle is downward and to the right, and the thrust vector is generated. 
Flight Characteristics Analysis
Reasonable planning of the virtual prototype platform structure is the basis of the analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics and control effects of the virtual prototype simulation platform. In the virtual prototype platform structure is determined, the design personnel can complete the corresponding analysis in structural mechanics, flight mechanics and aerodynamics students functional modules, and can be based on the mutual information of other modules, design optimization of secondary development. By using the sub model in the framework of rewriting, the co simulation of the analysis software in different domains is realized as Fig.2 . 
